
ln class, children will be using VIPERS (Vocabulary, lnfer, Predict, Ex-

plain, Retrieve, Summarise) to interrogate texts. They will be discussing

and drawing inferences such as inferring characters' feelings, thoughts

and motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence.

By sharing book suggestions and reviews the children will be encour-

aged to broaden their choice oftexts and read an increasing range of

books including non-fi ction.

It continues to be a homework expectation that your child reads little &

often e.g. 10 minutes a day. Even if they are a confident 'free reader',

the biggest support you can give at home is to listen to them reading

aloud or read a quality text to them e.g. a regular bedtime story

Science: Properties of Materials (Used in Special Effects)
By planning and carrying out investigations into the mixing and heafing/
cooling of solids & liquids, the children will learn about the properties of
materials. They will look at reversible and irreversible changes as well
as saturation points and the impact of temperature on solubility.

They will look at chemical reactions, including volcanic eruptions, and
will observe changes through oxidisation and burning.

Finally the children will explore a range of materials to make prosthetics
and fake wounds and fake blood before applying all this knowledge to
create their own unique material, learning how scientists have created
new inventions such as Blue tac

l-renclr: Farnily & [iriencls

The children are developing their vocabulary and practising conversa-

tional French. We will cover the names of family members, rooms at

home and names of pets (including using masculine and feminine

articles and possessive pronouns). The lessons will continue to focus

on basic grammar and gaining confidence in speaking aloud.

Music: Comparing versions of songs and composing

Our focus will be'Feel My Love' with versions including that of Adele

and Bob Dylan. We will learn to sing the song and use it as a stimulus

for composing using tuned and un-tuned percussion.

DT: Creating a board

Through our history work, the children will design and make a board

game based on the Silk Road, illustrating the flow of goods and the ha

ards of trade and life on the road.
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Based on 'Fourteen Wolves' by Catherine Barr, we

will be looking at the Re-wilding that has taken

place in Yellowstone Park. The children will write

reports about animal re-introductions. There will

also be a grammar focus on passive and active

voice and building cohesion within and between

paragraphs. We will then move onto persuasive

writing used in advertising, using the text 'Made

You Look' by Shari Graydon. Our grammar in this

unit will cover subjunctive form and modal verbs.

:i6ieliirir: will continue to be set and tested on a

Friday. ln class we will look at common spelling

patterns

Cursive l"r..rrriiwrrt.rirj,, will continue to be practised

and developed.

Art: lslamic Art

Children will investigate patterns and motifs that

were used in early lslam and will create their own

versions. They will use geometric patterns and con-

sider their relationship to maths.

Maths (some children will be working towards these outcomes)

. Understand the place value of 6 andT digit numbers and use their

knowledge to solve addition and subtraction problems

. Use negative numbers in the context of temperatures and calculate differ-

ences across zero

. Add and subtract near multiples of powers of 10 (including decimals)

. Understand the order of operations and brackets to carry out calculations

correctly
. Solve multi-step word problems using brackets to record the necessary

ca lculations
. Round decimals to the nearest whole, tenth and hundredth

. Use written addition to add numbers with 3 decimal places in the context of

measures (litres, kg, km) having used rounding to estimate totals

. Plot points and draw polygons

. lnterpret and construct pie charts

. Use mental strategies (factors and multiples) to by 4, 5, 6, 8 and 20

History: Early lslam

As we explore this fascinating period of History, the children will deduce from

source clues the importance of Arab Muslims' contribution to the world of

mathematics and science, books, geography, astronomy, medicine. They will

consider how it was possible for the empire to spread far and wide so quickly

and will learn about the importance of trade .

By looking at the legacy of early lslamic civilization, the children will be able to

consider what is meant by the term historical significance.

ICT: Spreadsheets

The children will explore the use of spreadsheets including enter-

ing and editing text and using formulae. They will develop skills

including collecting, analysing, evaluating and presenting data and

information.

Outdoor PE: Hockey & lndoor: Gymnastics

When playing hockey, children will learn correct grip, how to

pass, receive, travel with the ball, tackle and shoot. During

the sessions they will use their teamwork skills and develop

an understanding of attacking and defending. Our gymnastic

sessions will involve spinning and turning on different body

parts, developing strength and co-ordination. They will prac-

tise and perform sequences of movement both individually

and with a partner.

RE: lslam

We will be learning about the key features of the lslamic faith includ-

ing signs & symbols, festivals, places of worship and the five pillars of

lslam. As well as learning key facts about the prophet Muhammad,

we will explore the practice of fasting and have the opportunity to

taste traditional food shared during Eid-al-Fitr.


